Owner’s manual
Tech Force dot sights

TF90

TF96

Specifications
Tech Force TF96 red dot sight
3/8" to 11mm & Weaver mounts
17mm objective lens
3 MOA dot
7 brightness settings
5.60 oz.
4.125" long
2.38" mount length
2.125" high

Tech Force TF90 red dot sight
3/8" to 11mm & Weaver mounts
28mm objective lens
3 MOA dot
7 brightness settings
25mm exit pupil
9 oz.
4.50" long
2.38" mount length
2.50" high

Both dot sights use a CR2032 battery (not included).

Mounts
3/8" to 11mm mount

Weaver mount

Your Tech Force dot sight includes 2 mounts. One fits 3/8" to 11mm rails and
dovetails, the other fits Weaver rails.

Adjustments
Unscrew small black
caps on top & side

Elevation adjustment

Windage adjustment

Once the protective black caps have been removed, you can adjust the elevation
and windage. Insert either a coin or small flat-bladed screwdriver into the slot on
top of the knob and turn. You will hear and feel noticeable clicks to make it easier
to adjust and readjust your dot sight.

Rheostat
The rheostat is the large adjustment knob on top. Use
it to adjust the brightness
of the dot. The brighter the
dot, more you’ll see scattering of the dot’s light. Therefore, we recommend using
the lightest dot you can to
increase your accuracy.

Battery
To insert a battery, unscrew
the top of the large knob
using a coin or a flat-bladed
screwdriver. Insert battery,
reattach the knob cover.

Warranty
Your Tech Force dot sight is manufactured to the highest possible
standards, using the finest materials to give a lifetime of service. In the
unlikely event there are any defects in materials or workmanship in the
first twelve (12) months after retail purchase, we will repair or replace the
dot sight under warranty.
Note—The warranty will be invalid if:
• The sight has been disassembled and/or incorrectly reassembled.
• The sight has been altered in any way not recommended in the manual.
• The sight has been misused or abused.
• The original purchase receipt cannot be presented.
Note—The warranty does NOT cover:
• Any damage or faults caused by owner misuse or action.
• Shipment damage of the sight when being returned for warranty work.
• Battery replacement.
This warranty is in addition to your statutory rights. Retain your sales
receipt as proof of purchase.

